The Jim Lawrence Range of Shades
Candle Shade
(with candle clip)

Tapered Candle Shades

Empire Shades

Cylinder Shades

A classic shape for use with wall and pendant lights.
Our candle shades have an internal clip to sit onto a
candle bulb. They work with both traditional and low
energy candle bulbs. We recommend that they are
used with no more than a 40w traditional bulb, as
hotter bulbs may scorch the shade.

A smaller version of the candle shade, which
again clips onto the top of any candle bulb.
They look particularly striking when grouped
together on a chandelier. We recommend that
they are used with no more than a 25w
traditional bulb to avoid scorching.

A traditional and ever popular shape that works
with all table and standard lamps. The 25cm,
30cm and 36cm diameter shades have a reversible
shade ring so that they can also be used very
effectively as pendant shades.

A more contemporary shape, widely used for
lighting solutions from table and standard lamps
to feature pendants. Notwithstanding the
contemporary shape they can make the perfect
finishing touch for a vintage lamp. Our cylinder
shades are available with matching diffusers.

Diffusers

Tapered Shades

Square Shades

Rectangular Shades

Increasingly popular with ceiling fittings, diffusers
soften the glare and hide the bulb. Our silk, linen
and suede cylinder shades are available with
matching diffusers, that slot into the bottom of the
shade and cover the bulb whilst allowing light to filter
out around the edges. We also make translucent
diffusers that completely cover the bottom of the
shade but allow light to filter through.

A very classic shape that works well on any table or
standard lamp. The 20cm, 30cm & 40cm shades
have a reversible shade ring that allows them to be
used as pendant shades.

Bold and defined, these shades come in four sizes
and look wonderful on any table or standard lamp
with a geometric base. The 15cm, 24cm and
40cm sizes also create a striking ‘modern retro’ feel
when used as pendant shades.

A classic shape and consistently popular, especially
on table lamps with a geometric base. These
shades are also a practical solution where space is
limited, as they are less deep than other shapes.

Oval Shades

Lined Empire Shades

Penrose Half Shade
(with candle clip)

Hanbury Half Shade
(with shade ring)

A classic shape which enables a lamp to be
positioned in a narrower space. The 21cm shade
can also be used to great effect as a candle shade
on a single wall light.

A more sophisticated Empire shade which is
lined in white silk, giving any lamp a traditional
‘country house’ feel.

A smart shade in a classic shape for use with
wall lights. The Penrose half shade clips onto the
top of a candle bulb, allowing the shade to
sit closely to the wall.

The smooth curve of the Hanbury shade creates a
more contemporary look. It can be used with any
wall light that has a standard bayonet (B22) fitting
with a shade ring holder.

Carlyle Half Shade
(with shade ring)

An eye-catching piece, this rectangular half-shade
creates a sharp, clean silhouette. The Carlyle
shade can be used with any wall light that has
a standard bayonet (B22) fitting with a shade
ring holder.

orderline 01473 826685

Bespoke Shades

If you would like a shade made specifically
for you in any of the fabrics from our range,
or if you require a different size, shape or fabric,
then please do not hesitate to ring and discuss
your requirements.

fax 01473 824074

www.jim-lawrence.co.uk

